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Abstract 
Historically, most prominent channel of economic penetration of the third world has been through the regulation of aid and 
investment; it’s purpose no greater than of a revolving credit and its fate almost always, swayed in the favour of the provider. On 
the eve of India’s debut at expanding assistance to developing countries, the tenets of developmental politics as described under 
the aegis of the ‘South-South’ cooperation paradigm, certainly provide speculative hope, but not without cause for concern. The 
authors of this paper begin by investigating Aid and its effectiveness in Africa, followed by an analysis of the traditional aid-to-
investment-to growth linkages. Following an investigation of the impact of economic relations on cultural capital to explore 
symbolic violence, this paper will finally question the idealistic assumptions surrounding South-South cooperation while in a 
larger context also questioning the discursive regime of Aid and Investment. 
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1. South-South Cooperation: The Journey So Far 
On UN Day for South-South cooperation Rebecca Grynspan, Associate Administrator of the UN Development 
Programme (UNDP), delivered a message on behalf of the UN Secretary-General, commending the laurels of the 
programme of this collective self-reliance of the global South. She declared: "... the South has assumed a greater 
role in the global development landscape.  South-South cooperation offers real, concrete solutions to common 
development challenges. Sharing best practices, funding pilot projects in far-flung locales, providing the capital to 
scale-up successful projects, supplying regional public goods, developing and adapting appropriate technologies —
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these are the opportunities that the international community needs to better leverage."  
The notion of South-South cooperation (SSC) has since been internationally embraced, and celebrated especially 
by those, who have recognised its promise in combating the ‘common development challenges’. The authors of this 
paper identify with and commend this notion of “...cooperative efforts among individuals, institutions, peoples and 
governments of countries that have been labelled poor, and/or developing” (Alden &Vieira, 2005).  Curiously, 
South-South Cooperation is used interchangeably with South–South Transfer wherein ‘transfer’, is actually 
understood in the domain of comparative policy and “focuses specifically on the study of policy transfer experiences 
among countries of the South”, exploring further the multidimensional nature of this developmental strategy 
(Chisholm& Steiner-Khamsi, 2008).  The mechanisation of the idea by the development practitioners to implement 
South–South cooperation in the form of an active policy tool to instigate local, regional and international 
development has led to that interchangeable usage. (Sade Silva, 2008)  
The United Nations had promoted incentives for such cooperation since 1959, when the term 'technical 
assistance' was replaced by 'technical cooperation', signalling a fundamental paradigm-shift from relationships based 
on an assumed inequality to an mutual relationship based on the exchange of mutual interest. Soon, the academia 
swayed its discourse on the egalitarian South-South cooperation over the North-South because of its emphasis on the 
unequal relationship of a developed country ‘helping’ a developing country. Consequently, it was suggested that the 
cooperation would lead to international organizations fostering the idea of collective development and international 
relations would find a more comprehensive platform for discussions based on interest over leverage. 
The approach however, stood on following assumptions: first, that all developing countries are equitable; second, 
that the nature of socio-economic struggle in each is the same; and third, that the ‘South’ countries are more likely to 
‘help’ each other than the ‘North’ due to their shared exploitative experience in the past. This paper scrutinises these 
assumptions of equality, struggle and mutual help, in context of current discourse on Aid and Investment. Financial 
flows to developing countries take two main forms—aid that comes from foreign governments, often called official 
development assistance and investment from foreign private companies, known as private capital flows. Both when 
introduced, are usually accompanied with explicit conditions (E.g.: Structural Adjustment Policies, in the case of 
India) and several others come with implicit conditions that require elucidation to form a cautionary note before one 
supports south-south cooperation whole heartedly. In exploring Aid to Africa, the paper focuses on the nature of Aid 
as revolving credit. It further explores the facade of foreign investment in Africa through anecdotal insight, and its 
profit-oriented underpinnings. The paper also seeks to indentify aid-investment linkages to highlight the need for a 
more in-depth scrutiny of governmental policies on the South-South paradigm. More thought requires going into 
understanding the ‘South’ and the assumption of these countries being equitable. The paper concludes in questioning 
the impact of international economic interaction on cultural knowledge and explores the unmitigated symbolic 
violence (Bordieu, 1984) that occurs when cultures of unequal communities interact, rendering in peril the notion of 
South-South cooperation. 
Up to the 1980s, the initiatives upholding South-South cooperation among the South centred on emerging 
regional and sub-regional arrangements towards economic integration, trade and cooperation on political matters 
such as the Central American Common Market, the Central African Customs and Economic Union, and the 
Association of South East Asian Nations. At the global level, the UN established the United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in 1964 to assist the South in the area of trade policy and promotion. The 
Commission for Science and Technology and the UN Fund for Science and Technology in Development (UNFSTD) 
were also established. In 1972, the UN General Assembly set up a Working Group to examine ways of intensifying 
technical cooperation among developing countries (TCDC). This led to the establishment in 1974 of a Special Unit 
within UNDP to promote TCDC (SU/TCDC) (Ohiorhenuan and Rath, 2000) In their paper, ‘The New Diplomacy of 
the South: South Africa, Brazil, India and Trilateralism’, Alden and Vieira begin to evaluate the workings of such 
organizations to evaluate the aid and investment dynamic, as perpetuated in the ambition of the South-South 
cooperation. Their initial insights have inspired the authors of this paper, to divulge into the independent workings 
of foreign aid and investment in Africa. 
2. Foreign Aid in Africa: Dead and Dangerous 
Aid to Africa has been subjected to debate on almost every occasion that it is referred to. It is a widely admitted 
understanding that political ambitions and economic imperatives rarely converge. Foreign Aid, often veritably 
understood as financial assistance is usually, as blatantly as William Easterly, professor of Economics at New York 
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University puts it: “political investment.” 
Dambisa Moyo, a developmental economist from Zambia, began her campaign against foreign aid in 2000. Her 
principle argument: aid subverts the need for accountable governance. Aid is not only suboptimal, it is also often 
inefficient. In her book Dead Aid, she describes how the foreign assistance from developed countries is not only 
failing at its charitable aspirations, but consequently causing damage to the economies it was supporting: “Over the 
past 60 years at least $1 trillion of development-related aid has been transferred from rich countries to Africa. Yet 
real per-capita income today is lower than it was in the 1970s, and more than 50% of the population -- over 350 
million people -- live on less than a dollar a day, a figure that has nearly doubled in two decades” (Moyo, 2008). 
A research by the Economic Commission of Africa offers insight into the current situation of Aid and its 
influence in Africa: “...the financial assistance from the international community comprises of 70% of the public 
purse...however, 90% of which is engaged in anything, save the developmental projects that it is intended for.” 
Abdulla Hamdok, Deputy Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission of Africa went on record to state that 
private cash flows to the poor have contributed more favourably to the African economy that official developmental 
assistance has. 
Why then are the advocates of South-South cooperation flagrantly promoting aid incentives in the African 
region? The motivation for this alliance can be located in a much longer historical process. It is the product of a 
particular trajectory of development that values export-oriented development more than industrial growth through 
import substitution. This school of thought has often understood financial infusion as a remedial measure for the 
problems plaguing the African economies. 
Therein, the emerging economies fare excellently in their roles as financial aides. The aid that is obtained from 
the South-South cooperation is bound to be strongly monitored by the donors, the intervention not merely confined 
to the financial exchange but complemented by an administrative assistance that is vital to the arrangement in 
Africa. As supplemented in the research in Namibia, “emerging economies is used to complement aid from 
traditional donors.” (Selaya, 2012). 
According to Secretary-General Ban Kin-moon, “the countries of the South will build new models of 
development cooperation that emphasize mutual benefit and solidarity as well as cost-effectiveness […] this is 
helping to provide people with improved access to affordable medicines, technology and credit”.  India, China, 
Brazil among other countries of the South—given that they belong within the same hemisphere of socio-economic 
struggles, political and industrial limitations and characteristic strengths—are understood to provide not more, but 
better aid and support to each other. However, this is more of an extrapolation than an observation. The idealistic 
foundation of South-South cooperation is rival with ulterior and self-serving ambitions of these countries.  
For instance, the perpetual diplomatic underdog, India has taken a raging interest in the agricultural and 
infrastructural development in African countries. In 2011, after two successful Indo-African summits, India declared 
a 20 million dollar investment in the educational and technological infrastructure of Africa. Over the two following 
years, India has forged bigger and longer alliances, collectively amounting to a staggering monitory investment of 5 
billion dollars in the African economies. Prime Minister Manmohan Singh recently issued a statement of declaration 
on India’s much awaited decision to offer financial assistance to Africa. The intentions of this assistance were 
officially laid down as follows: “...to meet the budgetary requirements of our partners, in line with their own 
development priorities, to utilize local resources and skills, and create sustainable revenue-generating assets for the 
countries.” 
However, Hamza Alavi goes over the history of Indo-African trade relations over the last two years and points to 
two unlikely coincidences: first, a majority of India’s aid has been directed towards the corporate social initiatives of 
its industrial giants: Bharat Petroleum and Tata industries. Second, the financial aid has curiously been directed to 
African countries that possess high natural oil reserves. With India’s depleting energy resources, the charitable 
gestures can suitably be reciprocated in the form for resource assistance from these countries. 
While the advocates of South-South cooperation appreciated the formation of this alliance, critics of the decision 
have stated their vehement disagreement across academia and through organizational activism. Fantu Cheru and 
Cyril Obi, in their essay The Politics of Economic Development, register their suspicion about India’s ascent in 
African relations, as “it is important to note that when stripped of its rhetoric, it is hard to ignore the similarities 
between the African strategies of India and China,” as observed by ‘their demands for resource accumulation, trade 
and investment manifestations, forging of strategic alliances within the African states as well as the South–South 
solidarity. 
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3. Investment in Africa: Necessary and Notorious 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has also experienced unprecedented dynamism in the past decade, credit to the 
upcoming strategies based on South-South cooperation. The gross investment experienced a drastic increase from 14 
billion dollars in 1995 to the almost tripled 47 billion dollars by 2003. The increased FDI flows in the South have 
since compensated for the decline in FDI from the more industrialized countries, which, having amounted to 130 
billion dollars in 1999 had fallen to 82 billion dollars by 2003. It is very curious to observe these developments in 
light of the financial crisis of 2008. The performance of the large emerging economies fell short of success, with 7 
of the 11 southern countries sharing the service exports when the GDP had fallen after the financial crisis, and 
among other 4 experienced even lower returns (Agarwal, 2013).  
This development was important because investors from the South often have important regional know-how, use 
appropriate technologies, especially with ‘frugal technologies’ and prove more willing to take business risks in a 
difficult political environment. (German development Institute briefing paper, 2007). Indian trade and investment 
flows to Africa, since that period has largely concerned manufacturing industry and the service sector. Recently, 
however, India has also stepped up its foreign direct investment (FDI); especially with vigour in the oil sector. 
In contrast, current trade and investment flows between China and Africa are substantially driven by 
complementary structures in the two regions: African raw materials for Chinese industrial goods. In China, India 
and most other countries in the South there is in fact no clear distinction between concessionary and commercial 
flows (German development Institute briefing paper, 2007). India’s developmental cooperation is conceptually 
guided by the Bandung Principles especially that of non-interference in the recipient country’s internal affairs and 
conditionality along the lines of the OECD/DAC’s aid effectiveness as a concept is rejected by most countries of the 
South. Thus, giving some credence to the assumption that South-South co-operation isn’t as exploitative as North-
South.  
This is where a more cautious analysis of Indo-African trade requires to be made, as despite the benefits of a 
south-south flow of resources, many African states face major challenges because of increased dependence on raw 
materials and the greater pressure of competition from Asian countries in the case of light manufactures (German 
development Institute briefing paper, 2007). A well known controversial example of the case of FDI in Africa by 
India is that of Sai Ramakrishna Karaturi, the biggest rose grower in the world. With his headquarters still in 
Bangalore Karaturi is one of world’s biggest private land owners, and most of this land is in Africa, as per a report 
in Africa Business Pages. Karaturi, listed as one of the world’s top 25 agro MNCS by UNCTAD, became the first 
Indian firm to lease 3,00,000 hectares in Gambela in 2008. It plans to invest $100 million to set up 7,000-tonnes per 
day sugarcane crushing plant. Similarly, BHO Agro Plc plans to start bio fuel seeders by leasing 27,000 hectares — 
half the size of capital Addis Ababa. In 2010 Tehelka magazine reported on the ‘Land grabbing’ in Ethiopia.  The 
report spoke of ‘agitations’ by the Ethiopian locals, while the Indian farmer’s maintain legitimacy of purchase. 
Nyikaw Ochalla, Director, Anywaa Survival Organisation (ASO) that spearheaded the agitation cited reports by the 
World Bank that acknowledged a lack of environmental and social impact assessment of large-scale foreign agro 
projects in this Horn of Africa nation, due to the rush to approve them by the country’s investment authority. The 
World Bank report further indicated the limited employment benefits to local communities, with only 0.005 jobs per 
hectare created for local population on average. Karaturi dismissed claims by saying, “NGOs are missing the whole 
point. Fears of neo-colonialism have stoked this misguided psychosis.” But the incident is similar to the recent 
agitations in India by the Dongaria Kondh’s against the Vedanta Corp’s proposal for mining in Niyamgiri hills. The 
nature of the Ethiopian agitation is similar in the sense that like the Vedanta vs Niyamgiri case, the government had 
legitimately given over the right of land to Karaturi, along with other Indian investors, but without any dialogue with 
the local population.  In fact, the Ethiopian government’s open employment policy for foreign investors to bring 
qualified personnel is counterproductive for African populations. As Indian firms brought in hordes of unskilled 
workers, besides trained hands. As Ochalla points out, “It deprives the Ethiopians from getting both managerial and 
menial jobs. They can only hope for daily labourers’ wages for back-breaking work.” The authors of this paper 
contend that such tactics go against the non-exploitative assumption of the South-South paradigm and requires to be 
kept in mind while looking at government policy. Moreover, Africa is a continent with each of its states moving at a 
different pace, thus nullifying the assumption of equitability between India and Africa. Having spoken of the poorer 
state of Ethiopia, a review of Nigeria, the most populace state of Africa can provide a contradictory perspective in 
progress of this discussion.  
Recently, in a meeting, President of Nigeria, Goodluck Johnathan said to Barack Obama: “For you to fix Africa, 
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You have to fix Nigeria”, signifying its notorious and central importance to the economy of Africa. Nigeria now 
stands where India did 10 years ago, at the cusp of economic boom. With concentrated efforts at the governmental 
level, such as setting up of High Commission of India in Nigeria, Nigeria-India Chambers of Commerce, Indian 
investors in Nigeria are getting the red carpet treatment.  As of last Fiscal year (March 31st 2013) High 
Commissioner of India to Nigeria Mahesh Sachdev told the press, that India's Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 
Nigeria also amounted to $10 billion while trade between the two has risen to $ 16.6 billion. Adding that "There are 
almost 100 Indian companies in Lagos alone and hardly any sector of the Nigerian economy is untouched by India-
Nigeria synergy"(NDTV report, 16th August 2013). But for the purpose of this paper, the authors wish to move 
beyond numbers and look at the people behind them. In our interviews with Investors in Nigeria, a few fascinating 
trends were revealed to us.  One of them was a twenty three year old Indian of Sindhi origin, who was back in India 
to prepare for his GMAT so he could get his MBA abroad. His story isn’t unique in that his family has been living in 
Nigeria since he father moved there to set up a factory. He himself has for the past five years spearheaded his own 
company. From his examples and insights, the authors wish to put a more human face to the countless statistics that 
surround investment in Africa.  From his experiences two things became glaringly obvious: One, the day to day 
harassment bribery of the Nigerian system and two, its implications on Indian investment.  Aman (name changed) 
with his father’s capital has the resources to pay the bribe, paving his way for furthering his investment in Africa. 
This at the crux forms the benefit Indian investors have when investing in Africa, knowing that their capital in much 
higher than the locals.  Usual argument to such rhetoric is that by principles of economics this investment will 
trickle down the local population and create opportunities for them. But the challenge in the case of Indo-African 
investment is that it is lucrative only as long as the Indian investors have ‘more’ capital than the locals, thus, belying 
any statements that claim ‘mutual’ benefit to the countries. The implicit strings to investment are the very strings 
that tie up the African local economy and hinder its true growth. The authors of this paper believe that till the 
existing system of corruption via the state system isn’t corrected, the facade of ‘South-South’ cooperation and trade 
will remain facile and unable to actualise its objectives.  
4. Aid and Investment Linkages: The South-South Predicament 
The positive impact of international aid on development is far from evident in poor countries, where lack of 
investment is often a symptom rather than cause underdevelopment—paradoxically, money is not the best response 
to the absence of capital accumulation. The real causes of underdevelopment are the lack of complementary inputs 
and the poor quality of internal organization. The myth that foreign aid inspires investment among other countries 
and firms is a long-serving convention among several international corporate agencies. The colonial character of the 
much criticised “tied-aid” from England and France, the American favouritism of political allies all repeatedly point 
towards a need for the evaluation this assumption about the linkages between aid and investment. As William 
Easterly, professor of Economics at New York University points out, “...it is not nearly enough to give a lot of 
money. One must also pay mind to the way it is used: focusing on improving aid rather than merely increasing it.” 
The South-South cooperation is often celebrated on the grounds that a mutual understanding of economic and 
political stakes between the recipients and donors of international aid, allows them to tap into its potential to transfer 
knowledge and technology, create jobs, boost overall productivity, and enhance competitiveness and 
entrepreneurship, to contribute to economic growth, development, and poverty reduction. The aid-to-investment-to 
growth linkages, as stated in the classical theories of international trade however, seem precarious, especially for 
African economies. Aid, for instance, has not necessarily purported investment from other countries on every 
instance and investment has sometimes been mismanaged into facilitating self-interest by the donors. Often as 
research by Dambisa Moyo suggests, aid has inspired a nefarious cycle of corruption-based deficit control system in 
the economy of the likes of Nigeria. She states: “African economies are riddled with corruption, and incompetence. 
They are, therefore, the architects of most of their misfortunes. They must grow up, clean up their acts, get off their 
backsides and learn how to interact with each other through development initiatives, thus facilitating the inflow of in 
revolving within the African continent, and generating the economic momentum required to uphold the interests of 
its foreign as well as national investors.”  
Pablo Selaya, discusses the failure for the aid-investment linkages to succeed in Africa in his research with the 
World Development Research Group. He states that the challenges obstructing Africa’s development through the aid 
and investment dynamic are three-fold: first, its inability to create conducive channels for direct investment flows 
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based on incoming assistance on account of its disparate economic fabric.  Second, the circulation of aid is bogged 
down by the geographical isolations of its economies owing to fragile social infrastructures and political rivalry. 
Dambisa Moyo has identified a burgeoning race among the African countries, at receiving financial aid thus 
dispelling the very purpose of its role in alleviating the standard of living, equitably across the continent. Third, the 
fair-weathered engagement of the countries in their assistance to Africa limits the longevity of aid or investment to 
entirely converge. The official development assistance from developing countries is often limited to its assistance in 
the government expenditure to improve human capital on a superficial level. The investments that accrue from 
private engagements are usually so profit-oriented and vested in the dynamics of physical capital that their focus 
rarely sways in the favour of the human component. Therefore, the aid directed towards complementing the 
production factors is spent in creating opportunity deficits on the most primary level and is unable to ease out the 
bottlenecks that larger investments can benefit from. For instance, the Oakland institute has recently investigated 
into the Indian agricultural investments in Ethiopia, only to observe that while the Indian government allowed 
setting up of regional resource-building centres to absorb the Ethiopian human capital, the import costs incurred by 
the Indian companies consumed the profits within the initial exchanges, leaving the private investors are loss. This 
discouraged Indian investors from exploring the opportunities of bilateral partnerships within the continent. 
Selaya furthers this obstacle in linkages, by reviewing the linkages as prescribed classical theory of international 
trade. The dynamic of aid and investment, as historically understood, was based on an exchange of mutually 
exclusive factors of production. Therefore, the natural order demanded that aid be provided by the rich to the poor. It 
was placed in the logic that the world of rich and poor was divided on line of its resources: the rich possessed capital 
and technological might while the poor lived in proximity with abundant natural wealth and contributed to the vast 
human capital strength of the economy. Thus the relationship forged by official development assistance was ensured 
as one of co-dependence, but also of a certain value-based obedience. 
The South-South cooperation defies this conventional economic logic, thus creating confusion in the traditional 
aid-based international relations. South-South co operation is based on the premise that the mutual sharing would be 
more beneficial than the exploitative nature of the interaction with the North. The authors of this paper attest to the 
use of aid as a vehicle for creating a conducive environment for investment, the question of whether or not aid flows 
induce significantly more FDI inflows becomes an important and relevant question not only on its own right but also 
as an essential element in the aid effectiveness debate. 
5. Symbolic Violence: Equality, Suffering or Mutual Help 
For Bourdieu (1986), a capital is any resource effective in a given social arena that enables one to appropriate the 
specific profits arising out of participation and contest in it. Capital comes in three principal species: economic 
(material and financial assets), cultural (scarce symbolic goods, skills, and titles), and social (resources accrued by 
virtue of membership in a group). A fourth species: symbolic capital, designates the effects of any form of capital 
when people do not perceive them as such (as when we attribute lofty moral qualities to members of the upper class 
as a result of their “donating” time and money to charities)(As cited in Wacquant,2006). It is this conferred capital 
as that of ‘symbolic capital’ that provides an interesting lens to review the Indo-African interactions under the 
South-South cooperative initiatives. 
Consequently, India, Chris Alden and Marco Vieira write, “...is part of the trilateral cooperation strategy by the 
regional leaders within the south;” the other two being South Africa and Brazil. Cooper et al, state that middle 
powers like India are bestowed with the characteristic responsibility of a 'catalyst' to promote global issues, a 
'facilitator' to build coalitions, and a manager' acting within their region to promote and/or enforce norms and 
institutional rules (Alden &Vieira, 2005). Therefore, India is ascribed symbolic capital by virtue of its position in the 
Southern coterie. In conferring the status of such regional leadership upon emerging states in the developing world, 
actively encouraged in multilateral settings such as the WTO or the G-7/8 where Brazil, India and South Africa have 
been selectively invited to participate with leading industrial states as representatives of their respective regions, 
leaving the industrial states to effectively shepherd other weaker states into a subordinate hierarchical framework 
(Alden &Vieira, 2005). Therefore, Brazil, India and South Africa find themselves selectively and somewhat 
exploitatively placed together into the margins of symbolic hierarchy, providing perhaps for their own space for 
hierarchical stratification. 
To be placed in the margins, provides for a possibility of a dynamic that Bourdieu called ‘Symbolic Violence’. 
When a holder of symbolic capital uses the power this confers against an agent who holds less, and seeks thereby to 
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alter their actions, they exercise symbolic violence. India may wish the best for Africa, accruing to their similar 
colonial struggles and a shared history since Gandhian struggles, but circumstantially, the fact that India is placed 
higher in the framework, and ascribed a much higher symbolic capital value than Africa can easily begin to 
dominate the relationship, and its investments and aid viewed in the colonial gaze of selfish gain. What is beyond 
doubt is that colonial authoritarian culture of violence will reproduce itself in the Southern cooperative psyche, 
without an administrative stronghold on the South-South approach. An example would be the way Nigerians often 
refer to Indian businessmen as ‘Sahebs’, and implicitly the way of the Indian businessman holds respect over the 
local. Therefore when the two interact, the implications of symbolic violence need to be factored and altered 
especially in economic relations, to ensure that aid and investment can influence effectively and contribute 
productively to strengthen the Southern economies.  
The authors of this paper believe that it is the only challenge of the South-South cooperation as far as economic 
and cultural interactions are concerned: to continue to recognise the spirit of this cooperation and benefit mutually, 
by coordination or compromise without falling into the violence. If India and Africa wish to celebrate their own 
unique cultures and economies, they must be careful of the implicit oppression one’s cultural perspective can have 
on the other. As the continuation of symbolic violence is only a continuation of colonial prejudice, beyond the realm 
of colonialism. 
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